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Abstract

We propose a new method of ensuring the redundant
storage of information on tertiary storage, especially tape
storage. Conventional methods for redundant data stor-
age on tape include mirroring (storing the data twice) and
Redundant Arrays of Inexpensive Tapes (RAIT). Mirroring
incurs high storage costs, while RAIT is inflexible because
special hardware is used and all tapes in a stripe must
be loaded to read a file. Our method, Tape Group Par-
ity Protection (TGPP), writes parity data asynchronously.
The data area in each tape is divided into fixed-sizere-
gions. A collection of tape regions from different tapes are
collected into aprotection group. Parity data of the tape
regions are computed, stored, and eventually migrated to
tape. By using the disk cache to buffer the unmigrated
parity data, all write operations can be performed asyn-
chronously. Because each tape can be written indepen-
dently, no special hardware is required to read the tapes,
and individual tapes can be manipulated and transferred.
In this paper we discuss TGPP, alternatives for managing
TGPP groups, and their relative performance.

1 Introduction

In this paper, we propose a new method of ensuring the
redundant storage of information on tertiary storage, espe-
cially tape storage. The method we propose is less expen-
sive, more flexible, and has higher performance in many
circumstances than previously proposed methods.

Tertiary storage systems built from tapes and tape drives
managed by a robotic storage library can provide massive
storage at prices that are one to two orders of magnitude
less than on-line storage. Tape storage is often used as an
inexpensive backup for on-line storage, increasing the re-
liability of computer-stored data by providing a redundant
storage location.

Hierarchical storage management (HSM) systems use
tape storage to greatly expand the capacity of a fixed disk
based file system. Files are migrated from the disk-resident
file system to tape storage when the disk-resident file sys-

tem runs out of space, and files are migrated from tape
to fixed disk when they are referenced and are not avail-
able on-line. Most files in an HSM are stored only on
tape. To ensure the reliability of redundant storage, con-
ventional HSM systems need to make multiple copies of
tape-resident data. For example, this strategy is suggested
by Veritas [6]. Mirroring tape-resident data is expensive
in terms of media consumed, robotic storage library slots
used, and tape drive bandwidth required to write duplicate
tapes.

An alternative is to apply the RAID technology [1] de-
veloped for magnetic disk drives to tape storage. RAID
technology (i.e., Redundant Arrays of Inexpensive Disks)
works as follows. A collection of N+1 disk drives is aggre-
gated and made to appear as a single disk drive. The user's
data is written across N of the drives, and the additional
drive stores parity information. In a typical implementa-
tion (e.g., RAID level 4 or 5), a user's data is written to the
blocks of the data disks in a round-robin fashion, and the
parity block is the bit-wise exclusive-or of the data blocks.
The throughput of the RAID disk array increases by up to a
factor of N because N of the drives can be used simultane-
ously for useful work. The RAID disk array can withstand
the loss of any single drive without losing the user's data,
because the lost data can be reconstructed from thenon-
failed data and the data stored on the parity disk. We note
that there are many variations on the choice of parity disk
for a given stripe of data blocks.

When RAID technology is applied to tapes, it becomes
RAIT (Redundant Arrays of Inexpensive Tapes) [2]. User
data is written to N tapes, and an additional tape stores
parity blocks (e.g., RAID level 4). A discussion of RAIT
products can be found on-line [5] and vendors who sell
RAIT products can be found by asking a web search engine
for pages that include the word “RAIT”.

RAIT technology has several drawbacks, related to the
tight connection between blocks in a stripe. Data blocks
must be read synchronously from tape to reconstruct the
tape-resident file. Therefore, all of the tapes in a RAIT
stripe (except for the parity tape) must be mounted before
data can be read. The synchronization delays due to tape
striping can significantly decrease the performance of the
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equipment. Several problems arise in accessing data that
is striped across multiple tapes [3]. A sufficient number of
tape drives to read the entire file must be available when
the data is requested, else the request to read the data must
block until the drives are available. Special equipment is
usually required to implement RAIT. A single tape in the
stripe cannot be exported to a different system; all tapes in
the stripe must travel as a single unit. Similarly, it is dif-
ficult to read striped tapes using conventional equipment,
because files are interleaved across multiple tapes and must
be reconstructed. Finally, all data in the stripe is lost if two
tapes are damaged.

We propose the alternative solution oftape group par-
ity protection(TGPP). Like RAIT, TGPP ensures redun-
dancy by writing to tape the parity blocks of a collection
of tapes (which ensures a low storage overhead). How-
ever, all writes can be performed independently and asyn-
chronously. The independence and asynchrony provide the
flexibility of TGPP: no special hardware is needed to read
or write data. Individual tapes can be read from, written to,
copied, exported, or recycled (though the parity protection
might be lost). Damaging two tapes in a protection group
does not necessarily mean that all data is lost.

2 Tape Group Parity Protection

The principle of tape group parity protection (TGPP) is
simple. As data is written to tape, parity information is
collected and stored on-line. When a file of parity data
contains contributions from a sufficient number of tapes, it
is migrated to tape. In this section, we describe the mecha-
nism for implementing TGPP.

The unit of protection on a tape is aregion. A region
can be as small as a tape block, or it can contain the entire
tape. We describe TGPP as protecting regions instead of
blocks or tapes for flexibility. The discussion in this pa-
per generally assumes that regions are of a fixed size. We
note that a region refers to a unit of data on a tape (e.g.,
1 Gbyte) instead of a unit of tape length. The tape length
corresponding to a unit of data is difficult to determine due
to the automatic masking of bad tape blocks and compres-
sion.

A protection groupis a collection ofn regionseach of
lengthB bytes on different tapes. Figure 1 illustrates a
protection group. The maximum number of regions,N , in
a protection group is thegroup width. A protection group
is full whenn = N , and isnon-full otherwise. When a
protection group is created,n = 0. Regions are added to
the protection group, up to the maximum ofN regions. A
protection group is analogous to a disk stripe protected by
a parity block in a RAID system, except that the regions as-
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Figure 1: Blocks in a protection group.

sociated into a protection group is not pre-determined and
no data striping is implied.

Each protection group has aparity region associated
with it, which is computed to be the bit-wise exclusive-
OR of the data in then regions. When a region is added to
a protection group, it is initially empty. As data is written
to a region of tape, the region becomes filled. For the pur-
pose of computing the parity region, the empty portion of
a region is considered to be filled with zeros.

When a fresh tape is written to, or when the current re-
gion on the tape is filled, a new region is created for the
tape. This region is assigned to a protection group. If
no suitable protection group exists, a new one is created.
When a region or a protection group is created, it isopen.
A region becomesclosedwhen the tape is filled or when all
bytes in the region have been written. A protection group
becomesclosedwhen each region becomes closed and no
regions will be added to the protection group in the future
(e.g., because it is closed).

The parity region of an open protection group is disk
resident. As writes occur on a region, the parity region is
updated, see Figure 2. The maximum size of the protection
region isB bytes, but the zero-filled region does not need
to be explicitly represented. When the protection group
is closed, the parity region can be written to tape. Proba-
bly the simplest option for managing tapes containing the
parity regions is to use the HSM tape management. The
information about the protection group required to rebuild
damaged regions (e.g., the locations of the regions of the
protection group and the location of the parity region) are
stored in a metadatabase, in the same way that the locations
of tape-resident files are stored in a metadatabase.

If a tape is damaged, the damaged regions of the tape
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Figure 2: Updating the parity region.

(perhaps the entire tape) can be recovered by taking the
exclusive-OR of the undamaged regions in the protection
group with the parity region of the protection group. This
process is repeated until the damaged portion of the tape
is reconstructed. If a tape is exported or deleted from the
system, the parity regions of the protection groups on the
tape are invalidated, and the protection groups lose their
protection. The parity regions can be fixed by taking the
exclusive-or of the parity regions with the data from the
exported or deleted tape. We note that a similar problem
occurs when tapes are compacted to remove holes from
deleted files. For this reason, TGPP is most applicable to
archives that retain all old versions of files.

The metadatabase that stores TGPP protection group in-
formation is a vital component of data protection, and must
be protected in the same way that the HSM metadatabase
is (e.g., by storage on mirrored or RAID disks, by main-
taining second copies, by taking backups). We note that
the TGPP metadatabase is separate from the HSM meta-
database. So if the TGPP metadatabase is lost, no HSM
data will be lost (although the parity protection might be
lost). If the parity regions are written in a self-describing
format (i.e., with headers and trailers containing metadata),
then the TGPP metadatabase can be reconstructed, albeit
slowly.

The files written to tape might span two or more regions.
This issue is not a problem, as the parity updates for a file
can easily be split to several parity regions. Similarly, a
region can contain data from multiple files. However, the
management of the parity regions can be made easier if
writes to tape are always made in fixed size blocks such
thatB is an integer multiple of the block size.

The TGPP algorithm is very flexible. There are no re-
quirements that regions in a protection group be written
synchronously. Conversely, there is no prohibition against

tape striping. The regions that form a protection group can
be located on an arbitrary collection of tapes, and the parity
regions can be placed on arbitrary tapes. We note, however,
that all components of a protection group should be placed
on different tapes to ensure redundant storage. Files writ-
ten to a TGPP protected tape can be read without consider-
ation for protection groups or region boundaries. The con-
nection between regions in a protection group is used only
for data recovery. Generally, TGPP can be implemented as
a module that co-operates with and uses the resources of
the existing HSM.

3 TGPP Management Policies

As mentioned previously, the TGPP algorithm can be
adapted to a large number of data management policies.
These policies can attempt to minimize storage overhead
(for the parity regions of the open protection groups), min-
imize the number of open (written to but not full) tapes, in-
crease transfer rates, minimize data recovery time, and/or
enhance manageability. To achieve these goals, we can
adjust the region size, the policy for forming protection
groups, and the policy for writing parity regions to tape.

In this section, we explore some alternative TGPP man-
agement strategies. We note that different collections of
files can be written to tape with different TGPP manage-
ment strategies. Many HSMs providetape families, which
are a collection of tapes dedicated to a collection of related
files1. The use of tape families allows the system adminis-
trator to tailor migration, storage, and archival policies to
individual projects. Two of the TGPP management strate-
gies that we propose are designed to work with the HSM
tape families.

In order to determine the best TGPP management pol-
icy, we provide some back-of-the-envelope performance
computations, and use a discrete time simulation model.
The primary costs of TGPP are the on-line storage over-
head for parity regions, and the cost to reconstruct a dam-
aged region or tape. We compute the number of open pro-
tection groups (which is proportional to the storage over-
head), and the number of tapes that must be accessed to
reconstruct a damaged tape (which is proportional to the
reconstruction cost). We note that the number of tapes that
must be accessed to reconstruct a damaged region is always
N , the protection width. A secondary cost is the number of
concurrently open tapes (written to but not full) that must
be maintained.

Let:

1Tape families are sometimes calledtape groups, but we use “tape
families” to avoid confusion with protection groups.
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Figure 3: The Immediate TGPP management strategy.

� F be the number of tape family defined within the
HSM.

� N be the protection width.

� R be the number of regions per tape.

� DT be the tape size.

� DR be the region size.DR = DT =R.

� NP be the number of open protection groups.

� DP be the on-line storage space for open protection
group parity regions.DP = NP �DR.

� NR be the number of tapes accessed to reconstruct a
damaged tape.

3.1 Immediate

The Immediate strategy tries to fill open protection
groups as quickly as possible (See Figure 3). The protec-
tion width is set toN . The system keeps a list of non-full
protection groups (those with less thanN regions assigned
to them). Whenever a new region opens, it is assigned to
a non-full open protection group such that no other region
from the same tape is a member of the protection group. If
no such protection group exists, a new one is created. As
soon as a protection group is closed, it can be written to
tape. A single tape group, with a single open tape, is used
to store the parity regions.

The immediate strategy attempts to minimize the stor-
age overhead of implementing TGPP. We can make a sim-
ple worst-case analysis of the storage overhead. A region
on a tape can join a protection group as long as no other re-
gion from the same tape is part of the protection group.
Therefore, the maximum number of non-full protection

groups that contain only closed regions isR. In addition
each group might have an open region that prevents a pro-
tection group from closing. In total, the space overhead of
the Immediate strategy is

DP � DT + F �DR = DT (1 + F=R)

Let us next compute the number of tapes that must be
mounted to rebuild a damaged tape. Each of theR regions
on a tape is associated withN � 1 other regions and a
parity region In the worst case, each of the regions and
parity regions are stored on different tapes, so that

NR = N �R

While crude, these formulas show the tradeoff of the
region sizeDR. AsDR increases, more temporary storage
is required for the parity regions. However,R decreases, so
fewer tape mounts are required to rebuild a damaged tape.

The formulas that we derive are rather pessimistic. For
example, some protection groups will have several open
regions. If several groups receive data at about the same
rate, they will tend to be matched in the protection groups.
Therefore each protection groups for the regions on a tape
will tend to be stored on the same set of tapes.

To better understand these potentially complex interac-
tions, we wrote a simple simulator. Whenever data is mi-
grated, each tape familyf = 1 : : :F has probabilityPf of
receiving the data. Each tape family has at most one open
tape, and each tape will hold exactlyR regions. A random
number between 1 andrf regions of data are migrated to
the selected familyf . We execute the immediate policy for
selecting the protection group for every newly migrated re-
gion. The last region migrated to a family is open, and
becomes closed on the next migration of data to the family.

We ran an experiment in which each tape family re-
ceived data at the same rate, and in 1-region chunks. We
varied the protection widthN and the number of regions
per tapeR. In Figure 4, we plot the number of tape mounts
required to rebuild a damaged tapeNR against the protec-
tion widthN for varying numbers of regions per tapeR
and 40 tape family. The chart shows thatNR � N �R for
moderate values ofR, but thatNR approaches an asymp-
tote asR becomes large. The asymptote thatNR ap-
proaches is approximately2F , as is shown in Figure 5.

In another experiment we measured the number of open
protection groups as we varied the number of tape groups,
the number of regions per tape, and the protection width.
We found that the average number of open protection
groups varied little withR, but did depend onF andN .
In Figure 6, we plot the number of open protection groups
as we vary the protection width for different values ofF
andR = 10. As expectedNP increases withF . The num-
ber of open protection groups decreases withN , because
each protection group can admit more regions.
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Figure 4: Number of mounts to rebuild a damaged tape vs.
R, 40 tape groups.
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Figure 5: Number of mounts to rebuild a damaged tape vs.
R, protection width = 8.
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Figure 6: Number of open protection groups vs. N, R = 10.
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Figure 7: Space overhead (in units of 1 tapes worth of data)
vs.R for different data batch arrival sizes.

In the previous experiments, data arrives at the tape fam-
ilies in small batches (i.e., one region or less). We ran a set
of experiments to investigate the interaction of the batch
arrival size and the and number of regions per tape. The
migrated data arrives in batches ofk regions at a time. We
found thatNR increased slightly, but thatNP increases
significantly. In Figure 7, we plot the space overhead of
TGPP (in units of tape sizes) versusR for different batch
sizes (again expressed in units of tape sizes). The space
overhead increases with the batch size, but the increase de-
celerates rapidly as the batch size becomes larger than one
tape worth of data. The space overhead decreases asR
increases (as is expected), but not quite linearly anymore.

We ran another set of experiments in which 60% of the
data was migrated into 20% of the tape groups. However,
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the results do not change significantly.

3.2 Protection Set

The time to rebuild a damaged tape can be minimized by
minimizing the number of tapes that must be accessed dur-
ing the rebuild process. One way to accomplish this goal is
to use aprotection set. Regions from theN tapes in a pro-
tection set participate in protection groups only with other
tapes in the protection set. The parity regions are written
sequentially to tape as contiguously as possible. This pol-
icy ensures that to rebuild a damaged tape, only the other
N � 1 data tapes and a few parity tapes must be read.

Because of compression andunusable areas on tape,
each tape in a protection set is likely to have a different
capacity. Unfilled regions on a tape are considered to be
zero-filled for the purpose of computing the parity region.
The parity set algorithms will create protection regions as
long as at least one tape contains a region of data. How-
ever, system management might decide to close a non-full
tape when all other tapes in the protection set are closed.

3.2.1 Single Tape Family

The single tape family oriented strategy attempts to sim-
plify tape management. Every protection set contains tapes
from a single tape family. Furthermore, the tape family is
written to asliceof tapes of widths, wheres divides the
protection width,N evenly andw = N=s. Tapes in a slice
should be filled at about the same rate, whether by tape
striping techniques, or by writing files to tapes in the slice
in parallel streams and allocating new files to the least-
filled tape.

The advantages of the single tape group strategy are to
minimize the rebuild time (sinceNR = N ) and to simplify
tape management. A protection set contains data from a
single tape family, written during a particular period of
time. It is likely that all of the tapes in the tape set will
be removed from the robotic storage library, or exported to
another system.

If the slice width equal the protection width (s = N ),
then each tape in the protection set should be written to
at about the same rate. Therefore, protection groups will
close shortly after being opened, and can be quickly mi-
grated to tape. Setting the slice width to the protection
width increases the likelihood that all tapes in the protec-
tion set will be exported or retired at the same time.

If s = N , the protection groups will tend to close
quickly, and only one or two protection groups will be open
per tape family. That it,NP � 2F . However, each tape
group must haves + 1 = N + 1 open tapes at any time.
If s < N , then each tape group has fewer open tapes, but

openopen

open

protection set

Family CFamily Bfamily Afamily A

open

open open

non-full and open
protection groups

open

open

parity blocks
parity tape

Figure 8: The Multiple Tape Group protection set TGPP
management strategy.

in general there will beR open protection groups per tape
group, soNP � 2RF .

3.2.2 Multiple Tape Families

The disadvantage of the single tape family strategy is that
some tape groups might not experience generate enough
migratable data to justify the cost of keepings + 1 open
tapes for the tape family. In this case, slices of several tape
family can be combined into a protection set. See Figure 8.
Whenever a new tape (or stripe) is written to, the tapes are
assigned to protection sets that do not yet havek tapes in
them. Some tape family might be constrained to enter pro-
tection family only with each other (for example, to avoid
combining in a protection set a tape with highly compress-
ible data and a tape with uncompressible data).

The Multiple Tape Groups strategy ensures that onlyN
tapes must be mounted to rebuild a damaged tape, and does
not require a large number of open tapes per tape group.
However, some tape groups might receive fewupdates and
cause some protection sets to store a large number of par-
ity regions on-line. To analyze the expected number of
open protection groups, we can observe that the Multiple
Tape Groups is similar to the immediate strategy in which
R = 1, with open protection groups replaced by open
protection sets. The expected number of open protection
groups whenR = 1 is similar to that shown forR = 10 in
Figure 6, except that the number ofNP ranges from 3.4 to
2 whenG = 5 and from 6.3 to 4.9 whenG = 10. We note
that parity regions of closed protection groups of open pro-
tection sets can be written to tape, soeach open protection
set represents substantially less thanR open regions.
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3.3 Combined Strategies

The relative performance of the TGPP management
strategies suggest that a combined approach is best. The
Single Tape Group strategy is best applied to the tape
groups with a high ingest volume. Tape groups with a
lower ingest rate are best managed with the Multiple Tape
Groups strategy. The tape groups with the lowest ingest
rate are best managed using the Immediate strategy. Al-
though the tapes managed by the immediate strategy might
require a large number of tape mounts for rebuilding, only
a few such tapes will be produced because of the low ingest
rate.

4 Implementation Considerations

TGPP is designed to work with the existing HSM to
provide the parity protection. Therefore, the details of
the HSM implementation affect how TGPP can be im-
plemented. One example is the determination of region
boundaries. Some HSMs keep track of individual blocks
(or sequences of blocks) that are written to tape. If fixed
size blocks are used, determining the region boundary is
done by counting the blocks written since the last region
boundary. Other HSMs write files to tape (e.g., using a
tar format). In this case, region boundaries are best deter-
mined before the file write begins.

A tight integration between TGPP and the HSM im-
plementation can yield significant performance improve-
ments. One example is the computation of parity regions.
Ideally, this would be done as the data is written to tape
so that the in-memory image of the data can be used. In
the best case, the single tape family strategy is used with
a slice equal to the protection width. If the tape writes are
kept reasonable in synch, the parity regions can be gener-
ated without additional disk reads.

The method in which files are chosen for migration can
interact well with the policy for forming protection groups.
A typical HSM migration strategy is to wait until on-line
storage utilization reaches a high-water mark before start-
ing migration. On-line files are ranked in order of their
migratability (See [4] for a discussion of algorithms). We
can take advantage of the bulk migration is several ways.
First, we can prefer to migrate data that will tend to close
open protection groups and open protection sets. Second,
we can identify collections of files that will form a closed
protection set when migrated. In this case we can again
avoid additional disk reads to generate the parity region.

The number of open protection groups in a protection
set managed by the Multiple Tape Groups strategy can be-
come large if one or more of tape groups in the protection
set does not receive any migrated data for a long period of

time. In this case, these tapes can be considered closed for
the protection set (and the unwritten data is zero-filled) so
that open protection groups can be closed and migrated to
tape. Subsequently the low-volume tape groups should be
put into the Immediate pool.

5 Conclusions

We have presented a flexible and inexpensive method
for protecting tape archive resident data, tape group parity
protection (TGPP). The advantages of TGPP over writing
one copy of the data to a non-RAIT tertiary storage de-
vice is the greatly enhanced protection of the tape-resident
data (e.g., two tapes must be damaged before data is lost).
The advantage of tape group parity protection over writing
two copies of data to a tertiary storage is the significant
reduction in the space overhead required for ensuring data
reliability. For example, a tape group with 4 open tapes re-
quires a 25% space overhead for reliability, as opposed to
a 100% space overhead if two copies are written.

The advantages of tape group parity protection (TGPP)
over RAIT are:

1. performance – RAIT files must be read and written in
a synchronous manner, tying performance to the slow-
est device and incurring synchronization delays. Files
can be read from a TGPP-protected tape by loading
and reading the single tape that contains the file. Simi-
larly, writes are asynchronous. Parallel I/O is obtained
by concurrent reads and writes of different files. Fur-
thermore, tape striping coexists well with TGPP.

2. flexibility – Tapes in a tape group protected by TGPP
can be read (or written) individually. There is no need
to wait untilN drives are available before data can be
read or written. Exporting tapes in a TGPP protected
tape group is easy, one needs only to move the tape
group to the destination and read them on compatible
drives. Typical RAIT tapes require special hardware
to read the tape-resident files, or a complex software
emulation. A subset of the tapes in a TGPP can be ex-
ported, although the remaining tapes lose their parity
protection.

3. Enhanced reliability – If two tapes in a RAIT group
are damaged, all data in the set of RAIT tapes is lost.
In a TGPP group, only the files on the damaged taps
are lost, the other files can still be read through con-
ventional means.

We analyzed several TGPP management techniques.
The single tape family provides good performance for
high-volume tape families, while other TGPP management
strategies are appropriate for low-volume data.
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